
HURLEY 1XI v White Waltham 2XI – 1st August 

 

HURLEY 
I Arshad c Din b Brooker 4 

D Simoes lbw b Ellis 20 

N Akhtar b Ellis 16 

V Sharma lbw b Ellis 6 

A Morgans b Ellis 10 

P Ridgeway b Hussain 26 

B Fraser c Brooker b Hussain 0 

B Poole b Hussain 12 

R Shah b Salmon 9 

C Poole b Hussain 0 

D Walton Not Out 0  

 Extras 11 

 Total 114ao 

 

WHITE WALTHAM 2XI 
C Rowley c Simoes b Akhtar 2 

M Nasir b Akhtar 14 

M Chapman c Simoes b Akhtar 12 

M Earl b Arshad 7 

A Parham lbw b Akhtar 6 

Z Patel b Ridgeway 16 

M Din Run Out (C Poole) 0 

J Brooker b Ridgeway 7 

J Ellis Not Out 12 

M Salmon Not Out 22 

J Hussain 

 Extras 17 

 Total 115-8 

 

N Akhtar 15-5-28-4 P Ridgeway 7.1-2-15-2 

I Arshad 15-7-31-1 V Sharma 7-0-26-0 

 

For the 1st August, it was less than august that Hurley fielded depleted resources, and in the 

end it cost them this match as White Waltham 2XI edged out the home side by 2 wickets, but 

it was a tense encounter. With arguably only 5 1st teamers available and a number skulking in 

the 2XI it was a tremendous effort as the 1XI try to stave off looming relegation with brilliant 

attitude from the young Poole twins.  

 

Hurley could almost dispense with the toss as inevitably skipper Akhtar lost and was again 

invited to bat. Openers Imran Arshad (4) and Dave Simoes (20) found going difficult on a 

lively wicket, though Arshad didn’t survive the opening over shovelling the ball to square leg. 

From another inauspicious start, Simoes and Akhtar (16) built a second wicket stand of 23 

before Jez Ellis (4-29) got one to rattle bat, pad and stumps to send the mercurial Akhtar 

back to the hutch. Varun Sharma (6) fell to the umpire’s digit but Alan Morgans (10) provided 

the foil to the obdurate Simoes but inevitably fell to Ellis with Hurley slumping to 57-4. Ellis 

continued to find humour in the opposing batsmen laying bat on ball but trapped Simoes 

lbw, 62-5. With Hurley disappearing faster than a Calais security fence, Phil Ridgeway (26) 

stroked the ball beautifully to hit six boundaries before Javeed Hussain (4-27) hit the seam 

and took Ridgeway’s off bail. Ben Fraser a late draftee was unlucky to find the only fielder 

deep on the leg side but Ben Poole (12) delighted with some strong hitting before Hussain 

again found a way through. Hurley lost their last 7 wickets for 57 and lasted only 43 overs to 

post a dismal 114 all out. 



 

Early wickets were essential and superman Akhtar (4-28) obliged removing Rowley and Nasir 

with good pace and the visitors reassessing at 19-2. Arshad bowled Earl (7) hoiking to leg and 

Akhtar trapped Parham (6) and his pace took the edge of Mike Chapman (12), well taken 

by keeper Simoes. White Waltham found themselves perilous at 50-6 but Patel (16) and Jeff 

Brooker (7) added a crucial 20 before Ridgeway rattled Patel’s stumps and followed up in his 

next over to repeat the feat to dismiss Brooker. Hurley were on the verge of an unlikely victory 

as the visitors stared down the barrel at 79-8. But experience told and Mike Salmon (22not) 

poached two big sixes and a couple of fours to ease White Waltham home inside 45 overs 

though Hurley were left to rue the chance that Salmon gave early at short gully which 

arched up and plopped down next to the bemused fielder. 


